Senate Committee on Computer Resources...

3/6/2017

Attendance: Leslie Ward, Mike Cesarano, Marlon Moreno, Merlinda Drini, Darryl Williams, and Matthew Lau

Mins approval tabled on account of Matt

CLT forum follow-up.

Informally CLTs Humanities building and the math department. Crowding has been alleviated. So far no problems. Doesn’t seem like too much of a burden for CLTs ultimately they were doing this before in terms of monitoring

CLT forum

April 5th 12:30 – 1:30

Newsletter

Ideas

Email etiquette

George: FAQs about the new email system...

Mark about update on the podia, update on P Net

Leslie open educational committee solicit about incorporating OERs into curriculum...

Melinda, Social engineering... updating, how to recognize phishing...

Marlon, p-net in...

I might ask Jed Shahar for archive...

David Moretti on website changes and depts have questions on access to websites...informational

CETL wanna write something about tech and computers...

Meeting adjourned.